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Circular economy, raw materials and SDGs
Goal 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
12.2 By 2030, achieve the sustainable management and efficient use of natural resources.
12.2.1 Material footprint, material footprint per capita, and material footprint per GDP
12.2.2 Domestic material consumption, domestic material consumption per capita, and domestic material 
consumption per GDP.
12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.
12.5.1 National recycling rate, tons of material recycled
12.c Rationalize inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies that encourage wasteful consumption.

Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and 
productive employment and decent work for all.
8.4 Improve progressively, through 2030, global resource efficiency in consumption and production and 
endeavour to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation
8.4.1 Material footprint, material footprint per capita, and material footprint per GDP
8.4.2 Domestic material consumption, domestic material consumption per capita, and domestic material 
consumption per GDP



Ontology
• The circular economy concept has deep-rooted origins and cannot be 

traced back to one single approach.
• Cradle to Cradle
• Biomimicry
• Industrial Ecology
• Regenerative Design
• Natural Capitalism
• Blue Economy



Preliminary definition
The circular economy aims to address resource scarcity and environmental 

impacts. It is a new assemblage of different models of exchange between 
society and its environment.

The current linear “take-make-use-dispose” model is to be replaced by a 
circular one containing a so-called bio-cycle for organic materials (biomass) 
and a techno-cycle for inorganic materials, both involving cascades of 
reduced, repaired, reused, recovered, and recycled products or materials.

A deep transformation of production/consumption patterns is envisaged to 
keep materials circulating in the system for longer, re-designing social 
systems and encouraging the re-use of materials and waste. 









Global resource extraction by material category 1980-2011

In this figure, global resource extraction (including only used materials) between 1980 and 2011 is presented.Four material categories are separately shown: 
metal ores, industrial and construction minerals, fossil fuels and biomass (from agriculture, forestry and fishery).





Global resource extraction by world region in 2011

This figure illustrates global resource extraction (only economically used materials) per major material category in six world region in 2011.



Global resource extraction per capita by world region 1980-2011

This figure illustrates global resource extraction (only economically used materials) per major material category in six world region in 2011.



Global resource extraction per capita by world region 1980 vs. 2011

This figure illustrates global resource extraction (only economically used extraction) per capita in 1980 and 2011 by major material category.



Material consumption per capita and day in 2007

In this figure, material consumption per capita and day is illustrated, using the indicator "Raw Material Consumption". Material consumption equals domestic 
resource extraction plus imports (and the indirect resource flows of imports) minus exports (and the indirect resource flows of exports). One full rucksack 
(world average consumption per capita and day) equals 27 kilograms of material consumption. The numbers only include economically used materials and 
thus exclude unused materials, such as overburden from mining.



Material intensity by world region 1980-2011

In this figure, material intensity is calculated as the relation of domestic material extraction to constant GDP. This indicator is shown for six world regions and 
the world average and expresses the amount of extracted materials necessary to produce economic output.



Material intensity by world region 1980 vs. 2011

In this figure, material intensity is calculated as the relation of domestic material extraction to constant GDP. This indicator is shown for 
six world regions and the world average and expresses the amount of extracted materials necessary to produce economic output.



Material productivity by world region 1980-2011

In this figure, the material productivity, calculated as the relation of constant GDP to domestic material extraction, is shown for the different world regions and 
the world average. This indicator expresses the economic output generated per unit of natural resource extraction



Trends in global resource extraction, GDP and material intensity 1980-2011

This figure illustrates global trends in resource extraction, GDP, population and material intensity in indexed form (1980 equals a value of 100)



Reserves of non-renewable materials in 2011

In this figure, material consumption per capita and day is illustrated, using the indicator "Raw Material Consumption". Material consumption equals domestic 
resource extraction plus imports (and the indirect resource flows of imports) minus exports (and the indirect resource flows of exports). One full rucksack 
(world average consumption per capita and day) equals 27 kilograms of material consumption. The numbers only include economically used materials and 
thus exclude unused materials, such as overburden from mining.













Material productivity

Resource productivity in the EU-28 economy
increased by 35.4 % between 2000 and 2015.
Starting from the economic crisis (-4.4 % in GDP in
2008-09) the significant increase in resource
productivity (25.2 %) in the period 2008-15 was
caused mostly by a 18.2 % fall of DMC in the same
period. The crisis affected the material-intensive
industries of manufacturing and construction more
than the services industries. Material consumption
therefore fell more than GDP, which recovers as of
2009.

However, it is important to note that at global level
the decrease in global GDP in 2009 due to the global
economic crisis had a remarkable impact on material
productivity which decreased by 2% between 2008
and 2009.
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• In 2005, 58 gigatonnes per year (Gt/yr) of extracted raw materials entered the global economy. 
Together with 4 Gt/yr of recycled material, this added up to a total of 62 Gt/yr of processed 
materials (see table 2).

• Forty four percent of all processed materials (28 Gt/yr) were used to provide energy through 
combustion or catabolic processes in humans and livestock and were converted into gaseous 
emissions or solid wastes leaving the SES as DPO. Another 6% of the processed material left 
the SES as waste rock or tailings from ore processing.

• This leaves 30 Gt/yr having entered the production process for material use. Of these, 4 Gt/yr 
were used in goods with a lifetime shorter than 1 year and 26 Gt/yr (or 43% of all processed 
materials) were added to stocks of buildings, infrastructures, and other goods with a lifetime 
longer than a year. This large flow of additions to stocks was accompanied by 9 Gt/yr of 
discarded stocks, which results in a total of 17 Gt/yr of net additions to stocks in 2005. 
According to our estimate, the total EOL waste flow from material use sums up to 13 Gt/yr.

• This amount of materials, which corresponds to one fifth of all material inputs, was potentially 
available for recycling and reuse in 2005. We estimate that roughly one third of this waste flow 
(4 Gt/yr) was actually recycled or downcycled, and the





Some data
• The amount of materials extracted, harvested and consumed worldwide 

increased by 60% since 1980, reaching nearly 62 billion metric tonnes (Gt) 
per year in 2008, some 8-fold increase since the early 1900s.

• OECD countries accounted for 38% of domestic extraction of used materials 
(DEU) worldwide in 2008, while the BRIICS (Brazil, Russia, India, 
Indonesia, China and South Africa) accounted for 35%. Material use is 
projected to reach 100 Gt by 2030.

• Growth has been primarily driven by increased global demand for 
construction minerals, biomass, fossil energy carriers. These three material 
groups account for 80% of total global material extraction.

• Only the 5% of used materials are recycled and recovered.



Italy dimensions of circular economy

• Despite its declared novelty, circular economy is already a good 
business.

• In Italy the recycling industry accounts for 34 billions of euros 
and the second hand market is assessed around 18 billions of 
euros.

• The 67% of packaging entering the consumption is recycled
• 60% of Italians think that the second hand economy is an 

intelligent way to do economy.



Economia circolare ed energia
• L’economia circolare non si occupa molto di energia, anche se il recupero 

energetico dovrebbe essere una strategia da includere nella prospettiva della 
«transizione energetica».

• Le strategie tecniche di recupero dell’energia sono l’estrazione di energia dalla 
materia (cioè dai rifiuti) e il recupero di energia attraverso sistemi a cascata.

• Nel primo caso abbiamo: produzione di gas dalle discariche, l’incenerimento di 
rifiuti solidi per la produzione di energia elettrica o di energia termica, la 
digestione anaerobica, la gasificazione e la pirolisi.

• Nel secondo caso abbiamo i parchi eco-industriali e gli impianti di co-generazione 
come il teleriscaldamento.

• Vi è inoltre il recupero di materiali e di oggetti.





Energy Cascading: industrial eco-parks and 
district heating



Limiti e potenzialità
• Incenerimento di rifiuti che 

produce un 20% residuo di 
polveri non inerti.

• Emissioni inquinanti
• Distruzione di beni

• Il recupero o riciclo di 
materiali può risultare costoso 
da un punto di vista 
energetico.

• Ma aumentando il life span 
(riuso attraverso riparazione) 
riduce la velocità di 
sostituzione dei beni.



Una scienza degli oggetti

• La sociologia per più di un secolo è stata definita la scienza dei soggetti; non 
vi era la possibilità di riconoscere agli oggetti un ruolo attivo; essi subivano 
con passività l’azione dei soggetti, che, invece, venivano concepiti come i 
protagonisti della storia.

• Gli oggetti erano semplicemente il frutto dell’azione dell’uomo o del 
divenire della natura, degli strumenti, mezzi di produzione, media o servitori 
della volontà di un padrone.

• Venivano pensati come oggetti di valore o di scambio, e quindi solamente le 
scienze economiche avrebbero dovuto studiarli. In altri casi venivano del 
tutto ignorati, considerati come parte di un set nel quale recitavano 
solamente i soggetti, gli uomini, esseri viventi.



Masse mancanti

• «Affinché il nostro concetto di società sia più equilibrato, dobbiamo 
spostare la nostra attenzione, ora esclusivamente rivolta agli esseri 
umani, e guardare anche verso i non-umani. Eccole, le masse nascoste e 
neglette che costituiscono la nostra moralità. Battono alla porta della 
sociologia, richiedendo un posto nei confronti della società tanto 
ostinatamente quanto facevano le masse umane nel XIX secolo. Per le 
masse non-umane, che implorano di essere comprese, dovremmo  fare 
oggi ciò che i nostri antenati, i fondatori della sociologia, fecero un 
secolo fa per collocare le masse umane nel tessuto della teoria sociale: 
trovar loro un posto in una nuova teoria sociale». (Latour, 2006)



Oggetti che dispongono e moralizzano

• Gli oggetti, anche se sono ben definiti fisicamente, sono difficili da 
cogliere perché sono eterogenei e compositi.

• Da un lato rimandano sempre al fine per il quale sono stati 
progettati, dall’altro fungono da mediazione all’interno di una 
catena che collega persone, strumenti, soldi.

• “In altri termini, gli oggetti tecnici partecipano della costituzione di 
reti eterogenee che associano attanti di diversa natura e grandezza, 
siano essi umani o non umani”. (Akrich, 2006, p.54)



• Alcuni oggetti stabiliscono delle norme su come devono essere utilizzati e 
puniscono chi trasgredisce tali norme.

• I sistemi di regolazione applicati ai pannelli fotovoltaici  sono batterie che 
accumulano tutta l’energia prodotta, anche quella non consumata.

• Questi sistemi di regolazione “sono al centro di un imbroglio tecnico-economico-
sociale” (Akrich, 2006, p.72).

• La batteria che funziona anche di notte non deve essere scaricata troppo, se no si 
rischia che la durata diminuisca e che si scarichi sul pannello solare 
danneggiandolo.

• Ci sono due soluzioni a questo problema: dare all’utilizzatore uno strumento per 
controllare il proprio consumo, ma i costruttori non si fidano della capacità degli 
utilizzatori di gestire i propri voleri e accettare i limiti tecnici del sistema.

• Oppure si può aumentare la dimensione del dispositivo che produce e accumula 
l’energia, ma sarebbe troppo costoso.



• Tutto ciò porta alla costruzione di uno strumento di regolazione, ma la 
regolazione impone certe modalità di consumo:

• “L'utilizzatore non può essere troppo avido di energia e, al contempo, 
non può sperare di scambiare i suoi eccessi di consumo con una 
astinenza prolungata. La sanzione di un comportamento fuori norma -
che, come possiamo vedere, è di carattere intrinsecamente tecnico e 
sociale - è fulminea e puntuale: interruzione e impossibilità di 
"ristabilire la corrente" prima che la carica della batteria non abbia 
raggiunto una nuova soglia. La regolazione si rivela come un sistema di 
disciplina dell'utilizzatore che comporta sanzioni e ricompense e che 
conduce a un'interiorizzazione delle norme di comportamento”
(Akrich, 2006, p.73).



Il ciclo di vita socio-materiale degli oggetti
• Gli oggetti e le merci, una volta che passano dalla fase di distribuzione a quella di 

consumo, perdono il loro valore di scambio e acquistano valore d’uso, diventano 
utili per chi li ha acquistati ma così perdono il loro status di oggetti scambiabili 
per denaro.

• Questo è anche il punto in cui la merce cessa di essere nuova e diventa usata, è 
un punto di non ritorno; infatti è impossibile che un oggetto consumato diventi 
nuovo.

• Una volta consumata, la merce, dovrebbe avere due possibilità: quella di 
diventare parte del mercato dell’usato, o parte di un altro mercato, quello del 
riciclo, operativo dal punto di vista economico, e nel quale alla merce viene 
riconosciuto un valore in denaro, rendendo così la discarica una remota 
possibilità. 



Social dimensions of circular economy
• Circular economy can arise from many practices performed by agents. 

It requires the cooperation, combination, and harmonization of 
different practices of consumption or production

• It presupposes also the contribution of socio-technical apparatuses of 
production and consumption and their deployment on a massive scale.

• The improvements that are possible and necessary for circular 
economy performance arise solely from the social experiences of 
consumers and producers, and by the regulation of public institutions.

• Agents such as households, firms, institutions, communities, and their 
interrelations, are the triggers and operators of circular economy.



Global aspects of circular economy - Tires













Circular practices
• Practices of recycle, regeneration, repairing and reuse of goods 

are to be supported, reinvented, incentivised for both enterprises 
and final consumers.

• Changing social practices toward circularity is a complex effort 
that asks for a combination of different actors and approaches.

• Circular practices aim to reduce virgin materials entering in the 
process of production and circulation of goods. But they are  
composed of very different processes and actions.

• Circular economy needs operators of circularity. They already are 
on the ground but they need to be investigated.



Sociology of recycling

• Circular practices entail two main activities: recycling for 
industrial re-use (remanufacturing) and recycling for social 
re-use.

• Materials recycled to be re-used come both from industry and 
from end-users.

• Wasted materials for recycling are collected by common or 
public infrastructures.

• But these discarded goods take in the process of reusing two 
different paths: social re-use and industrial re-manufacturing. 



Industrial re-use
• The recycling is in charge of specialized enterprises whose principal 

activity is the recovery of materials enclosed in waste that will be sold 
at regenerated materials markets, and re-used by other enterprises.

• Final users and mainly designers are also players of these processes, 
they get agency. But the recycling process is mainly an industrial 
process based on economies of scale.

• Recycling industry is thus the main agent of resource recovery, re-
manufacturing and re-use, functioning as connector of different 
industrial branches and sectors.

• Remanufacturing is becoming isomorphic with manufacturing, in terms 
of capital, organization, technology.



Social re-use
• The social re-use is more oriented to use-values of consumers.
• It includes flea markets, garage sales (run by individuals), rummage 

sales (run by churches and other non-profit organizations), and thrift 
stores (run for profit or by non-profit service organizations).

• In most of these paths, prices are set by the consumers' capacity to pay, 
and the use-value of the goods to consumers.

• In addition to this user-oriented mode of re-use, we can outline a more 
market re-use of consumer (and some producer) discarded goods, which 
involve price-setting based on more exchange value considerations of 
the sellers.



• This includes all the second hand stores selling clothes, technological 
appliances, furniture, cars, bicycles, and so on.

• In other settings, people give to friends or relatives clothes and toys 
already used by their children.

• In other case re-use cycle manifests by essentially not using packaging, 
as when we use durable bags.

• Also repairing is an essential component of social re-use. 
• These paths reduce material use, maximize the re-utilization of 

materials previously involved in production and/or consumption, and 
typically involve more labor intensive processes than do 
remanufacturing.

• They involve also a so called cycle of the gift.



• Most important from a social perspective, the common denominator in 
many of these re-use processes is higher inputs of lower-skilled human 
labor.

• People, often workers, sort, move, re-work, repair, re-classify, and 
rethink how to re-use discarded production and consumption by-
products.

• The re-use model is more dominated by social use-value interests in 
consumers of re-used materials, sometimes because original consumers 
donate these goods for resale, or merely discard them for scavengers to 
pick up.

• Generally, the criteria for re-use are more heavily dominated by what 
utility social actors can derive from using the previously discarded 
materials, rather than by what can be remanufactured with a profit.



Worldwide waste generation
• A world of waste. Every year we dump a massive 2.12 billion 

tons of waste. If all this waste was put on trucks they would go 
around the world 24 times.

• This stunning amount of waste is partly because 99 percent of the 
stuff we buy is trashed within 6 months.

• Leading green companies are becoming zero-waste companies. 
• Zero waste is a philosophy that encourages redesign so that all 

products are reused. The process is similar to the way resources 
are reused in nature.



Plastic

• About 4 percent of the petroleum consumed worldwide each year is 
used to make plastic, and another 4 percent is used to power plastic 
manufacturing processes.

• In Europe, 26 percent, or 6.6 million tons, of the post-consumer 
plastic produced in 2012 was recycled, while 36 percent was 
incinerated for energy generation. The remaining 38 percent of post-
consumer plastics in Europe went to landfills.

• In the United States, only 9 percent of post-consumer plastic (2.8 
million tons) was recycled in 2012. The remaining 32 million tons 
was discarded.



Waste generation by 
Region

AFR: Africa

SAR: South Asia

MENA: Middle East and North Africa

ECA: Eastern and Central Asia

LAC: Latin America and Caribbean

EAP: East Asia and Pacific Region

OECD





The metabolic rift







Socio-material metabolism and circular economy
• Socio-material metabolism should be the ontological frame in 

which circular economy is fostered, the socio-material 
architecture that underpins circular economy and its monetary 
aspects.

• Monetary economy doesn’t need to be circularized.
• It is by definition circular. The money is the most circular 

commodity in the world.
• It means that circular economy must emphasizes the material 

and non-monetary basis of economy, its foundational material 
dimension.



• The socio-material approach takes into account material 
stocks and flows dynamics of social systems (household, 
enterprise, city, territory) and thus it is suitable to 
understand, account and design circular economy.

• It describes the throughput of matter and energy 
connected to their conversion in use-values and exchange-
values.

• It recomposes production and consumption sides.
• It is a frame useful to investigate, support and improve the 

regulatory process that might govern this complex 
interchange (circular economy) between system and 
environment.











Metabolic speed
• Socio-material metabolism is made by a huge amount of material 

input/output, whereas input is an indicator of metabolic size and 
output is an indicator of metabolic efficiency.

• Goods are often used in a little suitable way and pace of goods’ 
substitution is too fast, producing an increasing consumption of 
resources and production of waste to be disposed.

• The waste reduction and prevention means decelerating urban 
metabolism and fostering its circularity.

• Circular economy slows down rates of goods’ substitution.
• Metabolic profile points out the potential of CE
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Ecodesign can drive circular economy
• How long a product will last, and whether it is repairable or recyclable, are 

considerations that can be better factored in when a product is designed.
• As much as 80% of a product’s environmental impact is in fact determined at the 

design stage.
• The resource extraction and manufacturing stages can suck up as much energy, 

and emit as much CO2, as during the entire use stage. To give a scale of grandeur, 
laptops have a raw material consumption of 270 kg for every kilogramme of the 
final product’s weight.

• For example, carrying out a range of simple, already available design options to 
extend the lifetime of laptops, printers and washing machines in the EU could lead 
to savings in greenhouse gas emissions of over 1 million tonnes per year, which is 
the equivalent of taking 477,000 cars off the road for one year.



Three ways to deliver more resource-efficient 
products.

• First, it should set design requirements that make products more 
easily repairable and longer-lasting. This would be supported by 
consumers, as a recent Eurobarometer survey found out.

• Secondly, Ecodesign should ensure that the materials and 
components of a product can be more easily re-used, refurbished 
and recycled.

• Third, it should ensure that products are free of hazardous or 
problematic substances, which can hamper re-use or recycling 
efforts.

http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/flash/fl_388_en.pdf






















Prolonging life span 
of objects

The prolongation of a product’s life 
span is crucial for developing resource 
efficient products. 









The Ecodesign Directive as the core regulatory 
instrument 

• The Ecodesign Directive is the core instrument of European 
environmental product policy.

• It establishes mandatory minimum requirements for product 
design and the accompanying product information.



Global dimensions of circular economy
• Waste, discarded goods, exhausted materials flee from different areas 

of the planet painting global trajectories and dynamics.
• As well as networks of production and distribution, recovery of 

matter and energy is based on global webs.
• Western countries export waste in developing countries with 

different aims:
• Recovery of precious material at low costs that returns to the origin.
• Reuse of wasted goods for local population (clothes, plastic for 

industry, electronic goods) at law costs
• Landfill waste disposal.





Dario Padovan • Università di Torino

Conclusions
• CE needs tools to be investigated
• It has a large scale character
• It is global in mechanisms
• It needs a social deployment where all agents are involved
• It needs supporting policies
• It needs clear goals
• It needs a clear systemic framing such as societal metabolism
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